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ABSTRACT
Multipath Router Architectures to Reduce Latency in Network-on-Chips. (May
2012)
Hrishikesh Nandkishor Deshpande, B.E., Birla Institute of Technology & Science,
India
Chair of Advisory Committee: Dr. Seong Gwan Choi
The low latency is a prime concern for large Network-on-Chips (NoCs) typically
used in chip-multiprocessors (CMPs) and multiprocessor system-on-chips (MPSoCs).
A significant component of overall latency is the serialization delay for applications
which have long packets such as typical video stream traffic. To address the serializa-
tion latency, we propose to exploit the inherent path diversity available in a typical
2-D Mesh with our two novel router architectures, Dual-path router and Dandelion
router. We observe that, in a 2-D mesh, for any source-destination pair, there are
two minimal paths along the edges of the bounding box. We call it XY Dimension
Order Routing (DOR) and YX DOR. There are also two non-minimal paths which
are non-coinciding and out of the bounding box created by XY and YX DOR paths.
Dual-path Router implements two injection and two ejection ports for parallel packet
injection through two minimal paths. Packets are split into two halves and injected
simultaneously into the network. Dandelion router implements four injection and
ejection ports for parallel packet injection. Packets are split into smaller sub-packets
and are injected simultaneously in all possible directions which typically include two
minimal paths and two non-minimal paths. When all the sub-packets reach the des-
tination, they are eventually recombined. We find that our technique significantly
increases the throughput and reduces the serialization latency and hence overall la-
tency of long packets. We explore the impact of Dual-path and Dandelion on various
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packet lengths in order to prove the advantage of our routers over the baseline. We
further implement different deadlock free disjoint path models for Dandelion and de-
velop a switching mechanism between Dual-path and Dandelion based on the traffic
congestion.
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1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Advances in technology have nurtured growth in the parallel on-chip computing units
in the form of chip-multiprocessors (CMPs) and multiprocessor systems-on-a-chip
(MPSoCs). These designs typically involve high performance machines such as servers
as well as multimedia portable devices such as smart-phones. CMPs involve very
large number of processors along with multi-level caches and memory arrays. MP-
SoCs typically consists of increasingly large number of integrated components such as
processors, memory arrays, application specific IPs such as baseband processors and
video processing units. In these systems, the massive internal data handling among
the computation elements oblige the use of scalable, high bandwidth interconnect
fabric in order to provide high system-level throughput and minimal latency. Tra-
ditional bus architectures do not scale sufficiently to meet the bandwidth demands
of such highly parallel systems. Network-on-chips (NoCs) [1] offer large communica-
tion bandwidth with low message transfer latency and are therefore outperforms the
traditional bus based on-chip interconnect implementations. NoCs are comprised of
several nodes interconnected in many possible topologies such as mesh, torus, cube
etc. with regular point to point links. Each node has a router which employs a par-
ticular routing policy to route the packets from the local Processing Element (PE) as
well as the incoming packets from all the directions. PE connects to the router using
Network Adapter which takes the message from the PE to be sent to a distant node,
breaks it into several packets, applies the destination information in the header and
sends it over to the local injection port. We can compare a typical NoC architecture
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2with the road infrastructure in the city, where the roads are links, block across the
square is the PE and the square is a router. When a car wants to go to a building
several blocks away, it gets on to the road and wait at the square for traffic signal.
The traffic signal can be thought of as a routing policy.
NoC design efforts to-date have largely been aimed at reducing the latency and
relieving congestion. Peh and Dally first introduced router delay models for the
pipelined routers and proposed a micro-architecture for a speculative virtual-channel
router to reduce latency [2]. Since then, there have been many attempts to improve
the routing policy in order to reduce the load imbalance and thus, the latency. It is
important to note that a significant portion of network traffic in modern MPSoC is
lengthy multimedia streaming data, e.g. the applications explored by Lee et al. con-
tain 64-flit, video block packets [1]. Another example is the study of NoC designs for
MPEG-4/H.264 parallel coding [3]. Multiple video streams are coded simultaneously
in parallel while video stream data are subsequently distributed to processing elements
(PEs). These studies point the need for an efficient NoC architecture for massive data
streaming. One solution for such applications is to increase the link-widths. While
this may reduce the total message transfer time, it comes at a high cost of increased
power consumption. Alternatively, we can increase the packet length. This approach
may not increase power and area, but it is severely constrained by network congestion
and throughput. Network congestion can be reduced and thus, throughput can be
increased by employing multipaths from source to destination.
Multipath routing has widely been explored in the general networking commu-
nity. It has been recognized to yield reduced network congestion and traffic hotspots.
Heuristic approaches have been extensively explored [4]. Banner et al. extend the
discussion to feasibility of non-minimal paths as well [5]. Implementing these complex
algorithms in an NoC design constrained by power, latency and hardware complexity
3overheads, however, is not readily feasible. Daeho Seo et al. propose O1turn routing
which routes packets in orthogonal direction (XY and YX) with equal probability [6].
O1turn routing achieves better path diversity than standard DOR router [2] with
minimal hardware overhead. Michelogiannakis et al. introduced multi-dimension
routing concept for bufferless flow control [7] in which flits can travel in any produc-
tive directions. All these approaches do not overcome the serialization latency of a
long packet incurred due to single injection port.
Our research focuses on that same objectives but with observation that we can
prescribe specific multiple paths and inject packets simultaneously through multiple
I/O ports (and eject at the receiving node) to achieve parallelism. This is in con-
trast with the multi-dimension routing works or O1turn routing which selects one
of alternative paths among available multi-paths and sending flits through the path
sequentially. C. Izu et al. have studied effects of multiple injection ports on highly
congested network and concluded that injecting multiple complete packets into net-
work might not help in performance [8]. However it is assumed that injection rate
will increase in the multiple of injection ports which makes the network resource too
scarce to accept all the packets, and saturating the network early. We design a Net-
work Adapter which takes a complete packet, splits it into different vestiges and send
them uniformly to the queues for injection ports. This makes the injection rate in
each injection port low as compared to the single injection port router and hence does
not exert the unnecessary injection pressure on network throughput. To the best of
our knowledge, this is the first work to explore leveraging path diversity via packet
splitting and simultaneous packet injection comprehensively.
For most source destination pairs in a mesh network there can be at most 4
productive output links from the source node in the direction of the destination, two
of them being minimal length paths and the rest being non-minimal path. However,
4Fig. 1. Minimal Paths in Dual-path
only one of them is used at a time in traditional networks because of a single injection
port. We propose two router architecture namely, Dual-path router and Dandelion
router. In Dual-path router, we provide injection and ejection ports in each minimal
path while in Dandelion router, injection and ejection ports are implemented in every
direction. By dividing the packet into smaller sub-packets which can be injected in
every direction, we significantly reduce the serialization latency and achieve higher
throughput without having to increase the link-width. As per the schemes shown
in the fig. 1 and fig. 2, the packet is split into two and four smaller sub-packets
respectively and simultaneously injected through separate injection ports. They are
5Fig. 2. Minimal and Non-minimal Paths in Dandelion
ejected at the destination in parallel as well. The reconstruction of packets can be
done using the order information stored in the header flit. We will focus on DMA
data transfers for this work, and therefore providing a reconstruction order number
in the header is sufficient to allow for reconstruction within the DMA buffer at the
destination, eliding the need for a dedicated packet reconstruction buffer. We note
that these assumptions also hold for data cache line transfers, but we don’t plan to
explore this in our work. We note that, the Dandelion router shows improvement for
long packets where traversal time through extra hops involved in non-minimal paths
and the overhead due to additional headers is not significant.
Dual-path router has 2 different vestiges while Dandelion router has 4 different
vestiges of the packet traveling to the destination. When the traffic congestion is high,
6the difference between fastest vestige and the slowest vestige increase exponentially
making the actual latency of the packet increase. This entails different latency profile
in Dual-path and Dandelion for different packet length. In order to deal with this, we
devise a mechanism to switch between Dual-path and Dandelion based on the flow
control information such as available buffer space at the next node. This technique
helps to achieve the best latency results over varying packet length and congestion
levels.
Furthermore, we look into the aspect of bi-directional links on NoCs. In a typical
unidirectional physical interconnect, there are two separate unidirectional channels
to handle the traffic between two nodes, one for upstream and the other for down-
stream traffic. The link is acquired by only one node at a time to transfer the data.
It is commonly observed that, one of the channel might be congested with heavy
traffic while other being idle due to very less traffic in other direction. This leads
to performance loss and inefficient use of resources. Throughput of unidirectional
link can be increased by a) adding pipeline stages on the link, and b) increasing the
link-width. Both these techniques have their own limitations. Adding pipeline stages
to the link increases the interconnect latency and the power consumption. Increasing
the link-width increases the power and on-chip area. Akl and Bayoumi talks about
point-to-point inter-block link design by inserting accelerating repeaters and a mid-
way latch to achieve bi-directional transmission [9]. Y. Lan et al. propose flexible
channels which are self-reconfigurable in both directions [10]. K. Bolapalli et al. [11]
explore the bidirectional point-to-point link for heavily pipelined systems. We model
bi-directional bus on NoC and analyse the gain in terms of latency and saturation
bandwidth. This design achieves double the throughput using the same link resource
and the power. Moreover it considerably reduces the performance hit in unidirectional
due to increased latency in higher congestion.
7CHAPTER II
DUAL-PATH ROUTER
A. Serialization Latency and Optimal Packet Length
Fig. 3. Total Transfer Time for 10000 Flits for Varying Packet Length in Lower Con-
gestion
In modern MPSoCs, multimedia streaming data constitutes significant portion of
network traffic. Multimedia traffic typically consists of lengthy packets. The latency
8of such long packets can be reduced either by increasing link-width or packet length.
Widening link-width increases area and power, thus may not be a good choice. Thus,
we plan to find the optimal length for the packet.
Fig. 3 shows the total time taken for transferring 10000 flits. Packet length is
changed from 0 to 100. Experiment is performed for different congestion levels from
1% to 30%. As we see, the minimum transfer time for congestion lower than 25% is
for packet length from 5 to 10.
Fig. 4 shows higher congestion results with longer packet lengths. For congestion
higher than 30%, minimal transfer time is achieved by longer packets, while in lower
congestions, packet lengths ranging from 5 to 10 require minimum transfer time. In
a realistic traffic, congestion is generally lower and hence we can say that the packet
length should be less than 10 flits for minimum latency. Serialization latency plays a
major role in overall latency. Expression for latency is given by
Average Latency (in cycles) = (Ave. Hop Count X Hop Traversal Time) +
Packet Length
For 7x7 NoC with 2 stage pipeline,
Ave. Hop count = 6
Hop Traversal Time = 2 (pipeline stages) + 1 (Link Latency) = 3 cycles
Thus,
Average Latency (in cycles) = 18 + Packet Length
This demonstrates that packet length which, in other words, is serialization la-
tency does play a major role in case of realistic low congestion traffic.
For most source-destination pairs in a mesh network there are two productive
output links from source node in the direction of destination (i.e. XY and YX di-
mension order routes), but only one can be used in traditional networks because of a
single injection port. By doubling the width of the injection port and ejection port
9Fig. 4. Total Transfer Time for 10000 Flits for Varying Packet Length in Higher Con-
gestion
and splitting packets into two halves we can leverage this available path diversity and
cheaply approximate a higher bandwidth network. Particularly, the two split halves
are simultaneously injected through the two independent injection ports, traversing
XY and YX dimension order routes (DORs) in parallel. They are retrieved at the
destination node through two dedicated ejection ports in parallel as well. The recon-
struction of packets can be done using the order information stored in the header flit.
Given this design, the Dual-path router can ideally reduce serialization latency by
50% under no loads. We note, however, that the Dual-path router provides greater
benefit for large or medium size packets such as video streams because segmenting
a short packet into two halves incurs overhead in header flit generation. Daeho Seo
et al. reviewed the path diversity in O1turn routing [6] by injecting the packets in
XY DOR and YX DOR paths with equal probability. However it is done with a
single injection port which does not really reduce the serialization latency of packet
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injection. The motivation behind the Dual-path router is to employ complete paral-
lelism in packet traversal. The shortened two halves traverse two independent paths
in parallel, leading to 50% reduction in serialization latency ideally under no load.
The network adapter splits a message into two halves and these packets are injected
to travel XY DOR and YX DOR respectively, leveraging the two available, produc-
tive, output ports toward the destination to increase the effective network bandwidth.
Each Dual-path router, thus, consists of two injection ports and two ejection ports
along with minimum hardware overhead. These packets approach the destination
from different directions and get absorbed by different ejectors in parallel. If there
exists only one minimal path between source and destination like traversing only on
X or Y axis, the packet is sent intact without using Dual-path routing. DOR is
inherently deadlock free. In Dual-path routing, separate channels are allocated for
XY and YX DOR paths to prevent deadlock. VCs are provided in these separate
channels to avoid the head-of-line blocking in XY and YX DOR paths. The baseline
and Dual-path router details are described in this chapter.
B. Baseline Router
The baseline is a standard 2-D mesh NoC with a pipelined wormhole router [2].
Wormhole routing carries a message along network by dividing packets into fixed sized
flow control digits or flits. The router contains different logic blocks such as input
unit for each port, VC allocator, Switch allocator, Crossbar and output unit for each
port. Input unit has buffers for every virtual channel. The header of every packet
has the information of virtual channel ID (VCID), source-destination coordinates,
Current Node Output Port (CNOP). Input unit stores the flit of a particular packet
into the VC denoted by the flit itself, while it requests the arbitration in round robin
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fashion. Once a packet gets the VC for next node, input unit updates the header with
new VCID and CNOP and requests for Switch Allocator. Switch allocator receives
requests from every port and process them on flit by flit basis. The flits granted by
switch allocator, then go to crossbar where they are sent to the next node. Output
unit at every port keeps track of the credits left at the downstream node which are
then used by the VC allocator to allocate the available VC at the next node.
The pipeline of the baseline router consists of 2 stages: route computation and
arbitration. The router traversal takes at least 2 clock cycles in ideal case. It may
increase due to waiting for the arbitration. The physical link latency between the
nodes is assumed to be one cycle.
C. Network Adapter
Fig. 5. Network Adapter for Dual-path Router
Network adapter (NA) is an interface between the Processing Element (PE) and
router. It divides messages into network compatible packets. Every packet is made
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of flits whose width is generally equal to the physical link. Packet has a header flit
which contains all the routing information followed by the payload and the tail flit
which is the end of packet. NA takes in the credit information and injects the packet
flit-by-flit through separate injection ports into the separate paths as shown in fig. 5.
When the DMA has a message (i.e. packet) to send, it is forwarded from the cache
to NA for packet splitting which is then re-packetized with modified header and tail
flits. An initial message with n flits is divided into two packets of n/2 + 1(header)
flits each. New header flits for the half packets (Pxy and Pyx) are built and injected
to the Dual-path router through network interface. At the destination, two ejected
packets (Pxy and Pyx) are delivered to NA for header parsing and transferred by DMA
to cache memory. When DMA finishes sending two ejected packets to the cache, PE
reconstructs the split packets.
D. Dual-path Router
1. Micro-architecture
Unlike the baseline router, Dual-path router has an extra local injection and ejection
port to make the Dual-path routing beneficial. In Fig. 6, the Dual-path router con-
sists of four directional input/output ports, two local injection ports, credit signals,
and two ejection ports. Each directional input port contains two channels, one for
XY DOR and the other for YX DOR, supporting two completely disjoint paths from
source to destination. The XY or YX path in a packet is determined by 1-bit DOR
information embedded in the packet. If there are multiple virtual channels (VCs) for
each path, the VCID indicates which virtual channel is used by this packet. In the
figure, the Dual-path router uses only one virtual channel, hence the VCID should
be 0. In case of using two VCs for each path, the VCID can be 0 or 1 to denote
13
Fig. 6. Dual-path Router Micro-architecture
which one is occupied. The credit based flow-control system is used for buffer man-
agement. As highlighted in grey on Fig. 6, the hardware overhead of the Dual-path
router is minimal as the only additions are an extra injection, ejection port and hence
wider crossbar with slightly modified control logic. No additional buffers are required
compared with the baseline router, as same number of total VCs per port are used.
2. Packet Structure
Fig. 7 shows the packet format. The size of a flit is 64 bits. 2 MSBs indicate the
flit type. The DOR bit determines XY DOR or YX DOR, and the VCID bit is the
same as that in baseline. We note that 1-bit VCID was used to provision maximum 2
VCs per port in our experiment, but the number of VCs can be extensible. CNOP (3
14
bits) indicates the output port for the packet at the current node and is required to
request the output port in our design. Once the output port is acquired, the CNOP
is updated for the next node.
Fig. 7. Packet Structure for Dual-path Router
Table I. Description of Fields in the Flit for Dual-path
The source and destination addresses are used to calculate the CNOP for the
next node (i.e. lookahead routing). 10-bit ADDR followed by payload denotes the
order information of split packets for reconstruction.
For the body and tail flits, it only has the flit type, DOR, and VCID fields,
and the rest is payload. Table I explains the information stored in the flit and their
meaning.
3. Packet Processing at Source and Destination
Each source node decides to use Dual-path routing based on the destination address
of packets. If the destination is ”inline”, there are no two paths to the destination
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and hence packet is sent intact without splitting. When there are two minimal paths
to the destination, the network adapter splits the packet into two halves and assigns
the header information to both packets at the source.
The re-packetized packets are injected simultaneously through dual injection
ports. When the split packets reach the destination, they exit through the dedicated
ejection ports. Packet splitting incur overhead of extra header and tail. Thus, for
short packets ( 2-5 flits), Dual-path cannot give much benefit. However we target
video stream traffic where the packet lengths are longer and serialization latency is
dominant. Splitting the long packets and thus injecting them simultaneously provide
double network bandwidth and cause at most 50% reduction in serialization latency
with a negligible overhead.
We have observed that the reconstruction of the separated halves could be done
using small amount of cache memory in the experiment for realistic video benchmarks.
This is because the network load of realistic video traffic was low, leading to 2-3
cycles difference of ejection time of two split packets on average at the destination.
Furthermore, we note that in many applications such as cache line or DMA data
transfers, memory has already been set aside for the reception of the data, thus even
for the worst case ejection time difference, a reconstruction buffer is unnecessary.
Therefore, in cache line transfers or DMA data transfers, the reconstruction order
number (i.e. ADDR field in the header) can sufficiently support to reconstruct the
separate packets within the cache or DMA buffer at the destination.
E. Experiments and Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the Dual-path router experimentally to analyze the per-
formance under different types of synthetic and realistic workloads. We compare the
16
performance of Dual-path router against that of baseline single-path (SP) router.
1. Methodology
In these experiments, we evaluated a fully synthesizable network consisting of Dual-
path routers connected in the 7x7 2-D mesh topology, to obtain the performance
numbers. In the SP router, we used 2 VCs and 4 VCs (SP-VC2 and SP-VC4) each
with buffer depth of 4. For a reasonable comparison, we compared the SP routers with
the Dual-path routers using 1 VC and 2 VCs per path (DP-VC1 and DP-VC2) since
SP-VC2 and SP-VC4 contain the same FIFO buffering and resources as DP-VC1 and
DP-VC2, respectively.
The performance analysis of the proposed router uses uniform random, transpose
and bit-complement synthetic workloads and H.264 video benchmarks for realistic
workloads. In the synthetic workload simulation, packet length was varied randomly
between two to 100 flits. For the evaluation on the H.264 video streams, we simulated
four different QCIF (176x144) video sources (foreman, akiyo, mother, and mobile
each 150 frames) generally used for a video test. The packet size of video streams
was 11 on average where the video streams suitably provided a realistic benchmark
for evaluating our design on small to medium packet sizes in low network loads. The
latency of the packet is calculated as time difference between injection of the first half
packet at source and ejection of the last half packet at destination.
2. Results and Discussion
Fig. 8 shows the results for synthetic traffic loads and H.264 video benchmarks. The
comparison results shown in Fig. 8 depict the average packet latency versus traffic
loads on a 7x7 NoC across the synthetic traffic patterns and video test streams. The
results show DP-VC2 shows a significant improvement over the single-path designs
17
for all traffic loads due to its better utilization of path diversity.
Under transpose traffic (Fig. 8(b)), the latency and saturation throughput results
of the Dual-path router are much better than that of the SP router because the trans-
pose pattern exploits the diagonal network bisection which increases the probability
of packet splitting and parallel traversal through the Dual-path routes. On the other
hand, the bit-complement traffic mainly uses horizontal and vertical network bisec-
tions and provides less chance of parallel traversal than the transpose traffic, leading
to the less performance improvement than the transpose and random uniform loads.
However, it still achieves up to 28% latency reduction in low traffic rates. Fig. 8(a)
and (c) show that the saturation throughput of DP-VC1 is less than SP-VC2. This
is because DP-VC1 contains only one channel for each DOR path, leading to head-
of-line blocking which the SP-VC2 design does not experience. DP-VC1 nevertheless
achieve significantly lower no-load latencies than the baseline SP-VC2.
Fig. 8. Synthetic and Realistic Benchmarks for Dual-path Router
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In the result of video benchmarks as shown in Fig. 8(d), the latency gain of
DP-VC2 is 17% on average, compared with SP-VC4. We find that the performance
gain in the video test is lower than the gain of the synthetic traffic test since the
video packets vary in packet size from small to medium (11 on average). Therefore
the benefit of packet splitting in the video workloads is less than that of the synthetic
workloads with an average packet size of 50. Generally, the Dual-path routing scheme
is most effective, when streaming packets of medium to long sizes.
Table II profiles and compares the synthesis results of fully synchronous single-
port router and dual-port router. We synthesized those two routers using Synopsys
Design Compiler on TSMC 45nm technology with default switching activities. Dual-
path denotes higher power/area overhead than SP due to the additional path and its
buffer.
Table II. Synthesis Results of SP-4VC and DP-2VC with 4-depth FIFOs at 1GHz
(IN:input unit with FIFOs, VA:VC allocator, SA: switch allocator, CS: cross-
bar switch, OUT: output unit, TO: router total)
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CHAPTER III
NOC MODELING FOR BI-DIRECTIONAL LINK
With increasing scale of Network-on-Chip (NoC), a key challenge is to achieve the
higher bandwidth and low latency. In a typical uni-directional physical interconnect,
there are two separate uni-directional channels to handle the traffic between two
nodes, one for upstream and the other for downstream traffic. The link is acquired
by only one node at a time to transfer the data. It is commonly observed that, one
of the channel might be congested with heavy traffic while other being idle due to
very less traffic in other direction. This leads to performance loss and inefficient use
of resources. Throughput of uni-directional link can be increased by,
a) Adding pipeline stages on the link, and
b) Increasing the link-width
Both these techniques have their own limitations. Adding pipeline stages to the link
increases the interconnect latency and the power consumption. Increasing the link-
width increases the power and on-chip area. Akl and Bayoumi talks about point to
point inter-block link design by inserting accelerating repeaters and a midway latch
to achieve bi-directional transmission [9]. Y. Lan et al. propose flexible channels
which are self-reconfigurable in both directions [10]. K. Bolapalli et al. explore the
bi-directional point to point link for heavily pipelined systems.
A. Bi-directional Links
We propose a novel low power bi-directional interconnect design which eliminates the
key limitations of uni-directional bus. Bi-directional interconnect allows the traffic
from both the ends at the same time by employing a meta-state detector (MSD)
circuit to detect if the two ends of the wire are being driven by opposite logic levels. As
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compared to uni-directional bus, this design achieves double the throughput using the
same link resource and the power. Moreover it considerably reduces the performance
hit in uni-directional due to increased latency in higher congestion. We only focus
on evaluation of the technique instead of going into design details of bi-directional
links. To evaluate the performance, we have designed a 7x7 fully synchronous NoC in
verilog, modeling the bi-directional bus operation. Extensive analysis with synthetic
and realistic SPLASH-2 benchmarks demonstrates that bi-directional NoC performs
exceedingly better in terms of latency than the uni-directional NoC at higher traffic
rates. This is mainly due to delayed saturation of bi-directional NoC. The basic
advantages of the design are :
• Double throughput between the nodes using same link resources.
• Better latency results as compared to baseline interconnect at higher congestion.
• Moderate logic overhead in terms of complexity and power.
B. Evaluation
Baseline is a standard 2-D mesh, pipelined router with virtual channels. The inter-
connect in the baseline is uni-directional. There are two independent links of same
width (64-bits) between 2 nodes for downstream and upstream traffic. Each link
is non-pipelined and has a latency of one clock cycle. In bi-directional bus NoC,
each link supports bi-directional traffic and hence there is no need to have 2 separate
channels for upstream and downstream traffic. Bi-directional channel with same link
resources as baseline can be modeled as twice the channel width (128 bits). Thus,
in order to transfer the same amount of information across the network, number of
flits in a bi-directional packet is half as that of baseline packet. The delay incurred
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due to bi-directional logic is modeled as 3 pipeline stages across the link though it
might be further decreased by optimizing the timing for bi-directional link logic. The
extra pipeline stages on the link add a steady value to the latency which render the
bi-directional interconnect NoC less useful than the baseline at lower injection rates.
However at higher injection rates, the latency incurred by bi-directional is lower than
the latency in the baseline. This is because bi-directional NoC has almost double the
bandwidth and does not saturate at the injection when baseline does and hence has
lesser congestion as compared to baseline.
Fig. 9 shows the comparison results that depicts average packet latency versus
traffic load on a 7x7 NoC across synthetic traffic which is generated by uniform
random injection process. Packet length is varied between 4-10 flits randomly for
baseline while it is 2-5 flits for bi-directional network. The simulator was run for
100,000 cycles including 1000 warm up cycles. Saturation bandwidth for baseline and
bi-directional is measured as a point at which the average packet latency is 3.4 times
the zero load latency and 6.5 times the zero load latency respectively. As expected,
bi-directional latency is more than the baseline for low injection rates. This is mainly
because of the additional pipeline stages required by the bi-directional bus which adds
a fixed value to the link latency. As we reach the saturation bandwidth of baseline,
the latency incurred in bi-directional bus is lower than that of baseline. As the flit
width in bi-directional has doubled, the number of flits in a packet to transfer the
message from source to destination is halved. Thus, the injection level and the latency
in bi-directional is lower than the baseline. Saturation bandwidth of bi-directional
NoC is 90% higher than the baseline.
Fig. 9 also shows the average packet latency results across different combinations
of SPLASH-2 benchmarks. We use 500000 cycles with 1000 warm-up cycles in realistic
simulation. The standalone SPLASH-2 benchmarks inherently have lesser congestion
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Fig. 9. Synthetic and Realistic Benchmarks for Baseline Router with Bi-directional
Links
and cannot highlight the merit of bi-directional bus over the uni-directional bus.
Hence we have run multiple SPLASH-2 benchmarks simultaneously in order to simu-
late the higher congestion in realistic traffic. As we see, in some of the combinations
which have injection rates lower than the saturation bandwidth of baseline network,
the bi-directional NoC does not do better. However in all the combinations where
the injection rates are higher than the saturation level of baseline, the bi-directional
NoC does exceedingly better than baseline results.
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CHAPTER IV
DANDELION ROUTER
The motivation behind the Dandelion router is to exploit the maximum possible
parallelism in packet traversal. If parts of a packet is sent in all the directions, we
believe that the serialization latency of the whole packet will be reduced. As every
router has 4 directional output ports, we implement four injection ports at the source
and four ejection ports at destination. The packet gets injected in all the direction at
the same time, ideally reducing the serialization latency by 75% under no load. The
splitting and processing of the packets is done by the network adapter and the smaller
sub-packets are injected simultaneously in all the directions. These sub-packets reach
destination from different directions and are absorbed by dedicated ejection ports to
be recombined at the processing element. Number of directions might be different
depending on the source destination orientation. In such cases, packet is split into
the sub-packets equal to the number of available paths. In order to get a clear picture
of non-minimal paths we present the following section.
A. Non-minimal Paths
In a typical 2-D mesh topology, source-destination pair has non-minimal paths apart
from the minimal paths along the bounding box created by the pair. As show in
fig. 10, there can be different kinds of non-minimal paths based on the number of
extra hops incurred and the number of turns. If the destination is ’in-line’ with the
source, we have just one minimal path and two non-minimal path with two extra
hops with two turns and eight extra hops with four turns. In general, there are two
minimal paths and two non-minimal paths with 4 extra hops with three turns as
discussed earlier in chapter I. Non-minimal paths with different number of extra
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Fig. 10. Non-minimal Paths in 2-D Mesh Topology
hops require different routing logic. Non-minimal paths with 4 extra hops are more
frequent and as we increase the size of NoC, the percentage of non-minimal paths
with 4 extra hops increases. Thus we only consider such type of non-minimal paths
for Dandelion router in order to keep our routing logic as simple as possible.
B. Network Adapter
Network adapter (NA) is essential for packet splitting and processing. As shown in
the fig. 11, it splits messages and injects them through separate injection ports into
the available separate paths. When the DMA has a message (i.e. packet) to send, it
is forwarded from the cache to the packet processing block, and then split into sub-
packets, and re-packetized with modified header and tail flits. We consider the only
non-minimal sub-packets that travel 4 extra hops. For an ideal router, flit traversal
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Fig. 11. Network Adapter for Dandelion Router
through a router takes at least 2 cycles and 1 cycle as link delay. Thus, for a non-
minimal path, the sub-packet travels at least 12 extra cycles. Therefore, in order to
mitigate the extra hop latency, an initial message with n flits is divided into four
with sub-packets. Sub-packet on the minimal paths typically have length of 12 + (n-
24)/4 +1(header) flits and the sub-packets for non-minimal paths have the length
of (n-24)/4 + 1(header) flits each. Here we note that for a source-destination pair
with 2 non-minimal paths, the packet length has to be at least 24 flits to use all the
injection ports. In the cases where 2 minimal or non-minimal paths are not available,
the sub-packet lengths are determined accordingly. As shown in fig. 11, new header
flits for the sub-packets (Pxy, Pyx, Pxy nm and Pyx nm) are built and injected to the
Dandelion router through network interface. At the destination, ejected sub-packets
are delivered to NA for header parsing and DMA transfers them to cache memory.
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When DMA finishes sending ejected sub-packets to the cache, PE reconstructs the
split packets.
C. Baseline Router
The baseline is a standard 2-D mesh 10x10 NoC, with a pipelined router with 8
virtual channels (VC) [2]. The pipeline consists of 2 stages: route computation and
arbitration at output port. When a flit enters a router, it is sent to the particular
VC FIFO depending on the VC identification (VCID) carried by the flit. If the flit is
a header carrying the current node output port (CNOP) information, arbitration is
requested for acquiring the VC at next node as conventional wormhole routers.
We also compare Dandelion router with Dual-path router. Dual-path router is
laid out in 10x10 2-D mesh NoC. Dual-path router has two injection and ejection
ports. There are total 8 VCs in Dual-path router, with each minimal path having 4
VCs.
D. Dandelion Router
1. Micro-architecture
Unlike the baseline router, the Dandelion router has 4 injection and ejection ports.
As shown in fig. 12, Dandelion router is comprised of four directional ports, four
injection ports, arbitration logic and four ejection ports. Every directional port has
eight VCs. The distribution of VCs is selectively done among minimal and non-
minimal paths to avoid the cyclic dependency. We have developed and analysed two
different schemes of VC distribution, namely 4 VC classes model and 6 VC classes
model. Fig. 12 shows 4 VC classes model. We explain both the models in details
in the following subsection. Every injection port has 2 VCs. As we see in fig. 12, 2
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Fig. 12. Dandelion Router Micro-architecture
bit information is used to decode the XY/YX route and minimal/non-minimal paths.
VCID bits are used to decide the virtual channel for a particular path. The credit
based flow control is used for buffer management. Available VCs for downstream
node are maintained at every output port which is used by VC allocator to arbitrate
for available channel. Credits are also maintained at the output port which denote
the available buffer space at subsequent node. Credit information is used by switch
allocator to send the contending flits. Crossbar facilitates the parallel traversal of flits
across the router. The hardware overhead of the Dandelion as opposed to baseline
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Fig. 13. 6 VC Classes Model for Dandelion
router is extra injection and ejection ports, logic overhead for non-minimal routing,
increased size of crossbar due to additional ports.
2. VC Classes
In Dandelion router, the deadlock free paths can be created by distributing VCs in
two different ways. We have designed two separate schemes, namely 4 VC classes
model and 6 VC classes model, and analyzed their efficiency. We divide 8 available
VCs in 4 and 6 classes respectively. Each class of VCs is deadlock free. Packets are
assigned a particular class depending on the source destination orientation and are
not allowed to change it’s class till it ejects in the destination. In 6 VC classes model,
minimal and non-minimal paths are kept separate as shown in fig. 13. The XY and
YX DOR minimal paths are inherently deadlock free and constitute 2 classes with
2 VCs each. Non-minimal paths have 3 turns and hence they can create a deadlock
if VCs are shared among them. In order to cancel the dependency cycles, we allow
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Fig. 14. 4 VC Classes Model for Dandelion
only 3 turns in every channel. There are 4 different orientations of XY non-minimal
or YX non-minimal paths. All of the XY non-minimal paths cannot be grouped
together as they involve all four turns and can cause deadlock. Thus, every channel
has only 2 XY or YX non-minimal paths instead of all 4 paths of different orientations.
We note that, in this model, all the injections are done in completely disjoint paths
and serialization latency gain due to splitting is maximally exploited. However as
there is only one VC available for XY non-minimal and YX non-minimal each for a
particular source-destination pair, head-of-line blocking for these non-minimal paths
is not eliminated and moreover, at least 2 channels are always unused for a particular
source destination pair.
In 4 VC classes model, minimal and non-minimal paths are not disjoint as shown
in fig. 14. We borrow concept from the traditional turn model here and divide the
8 available VCs uniformly in 4 different classes. Each class has one turn prohibited
in order to break the cyclic dependency. We note that, all the VCs are always used
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for a particular source and destination, eliminating the head-of-line blocking effect.
However, since minimal and non-minimal paths share the same VCs, the serialization
latency gain might be compromised.
3. Packet Structure
The fig. 15 shows the packet flit format. The size of a flit is 64 bits. Table III
illustrates the meaning of various fields in the flit. 2 MSBs indicate the flit type.
The MIN bit determines whether it is an minimal or a non-minimal path. The DIR
bit denotes XY or YX route, and the VCID bits are the same as that in baseline
and can be scaled depending on total VCs. CNOP (3 bits) indicates the output port
for the packet at the current node and is required to request the output port in our
design. Once the output port is acquired, the CNOP is updated for the next node.
The source and destination addresses are used to calculate the CNOP for the next
node (i.e. lookahead routing). Source and destination coordinates are 4 bits each to
support 10x10 NoC. 10-bit ADDR followed by payload denotes the order information
of split packets which is used to reconstruct the packet at the destination. The body
and tail flits only have the flit type, MIN, DIR, and VCID fields, and the rest is
payload.
Table III. Description of Fields in the Flit for Dandelion
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Fig. 15. Packet Format for Dandelion
4. Packet Processing
The packets are split and processed depending on the number of directional paths
available from source to destination. If the destination is ‘inline’, there exists only
one minimal path. In all other cases, there are two minimal paths between source
and destination. Number of non-minimal paths also depend on the orientation of
source-destination pair. We keep the routing policy simple by only considering the
minimal paths and non-minimal paths with 4 extra hops and ignore the non- minimal
paths with 2 or 8 extra hops. In the 2-D mesh network, the non-minimal paths incurs
extra latency due to additional hops. So it’s necessary to split the packets considering
the extra time the non-minimal paths will take. It takes 2 cycles to traverse through
a router and one cycle in a link traversal. Hence for 4 extra hops, it will take at
least 12 cycles more for a packet to reach the destination under no load. Thus, the
sub-packets in the non-minimal paths have the length shorter by 12 than those in the
minimal paths so that the extra latency involved due to more number of hops can
be mitigated. All the sub-packets are assigned with the header at the source and are
injected simultaneously through 4 dedicated injection ports. When the sub-packets
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reach the destination, they exit through the dedicated ejection ports.
The latency of the whole packet is calculated as the time difference between
the injection and latest ejection of the slowest sub-packet. At the destination, the
time difference between ejection time of fastest sub-packet and slowest sub-packet
increases rapidly with traffic, potentially requiring substantial buffering for recombi-
nation. However, we note that, for a standard video stream traffic, the applications
such as cache line transfers or DMA data transfers where memory has already been
set aside for reception of the data, the reconstruction order number (i.e. ADDR field
in the header) can sufficiently support to reconstruct the separate sub-packets within
the cache or DMA buffer at the destination.
E. Experiments and Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the Dandelion router experimentally to analyze the per-
formance under different types of synthetic and realistic workloads. We compare the
performance of Dandelion router against that of baseline single-path (SP) router and
Dual-path router.
1. Methodology
In these experiments, we evaluated a fully synthesizable network consisting of Dan-
delion routers connected in the 10x10 2-D mesh topology, to obtain the performance
numbers. We compare our results with single injection port DOR router as well as
Dual-path router. For a reasonable comparison, we maintain 8 channels per port
with a depth of 4 for every router. The performance analysis of the proposed router
uses uniform random and transpose synthetic workloads and medium data-rate H.264
video stream. The latency of the packet is calculated as the time difference between
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the injection of the sub-packets and the ejection of the last sub-packet at the desti-
nation.
2. Results and Discussion
Fig. 16 shows the results for synthetic and realistic traffic loads. The comparison re-
sults shown in fig. 16 depict the average packet latency on a 10x10 NoC. For synthetic
benchmarks, packet length is kept fixed at 50 flits in order to have the specific in-
sights into long packets. H.264 video sources with medium bit-rate is used for realistic
benchmarks which have average packet length as 52 flits. The results show that Dan-
delion router exhibits improvement over baseline and Dual-path designs for uniform
random traffic. Dandelion cannot perform better than other routers in higher conges-
tion in case of skewed traffic patterns such as synthetic transpose and bit complement
benchmarks. For the realistic traffic, Dandelion does better for lower congestion prone
traffic patterns such as mobile, mother and all while it cannot outperform Dual-path
as well as baseline for higher congestion traffic patterns such as akiyo and foreman.
Power analysis and comparison is done for Dandelion in table IV. Synthesis is
done on TSMC 45nm technology with default activity using Design Compiler tool.
The power and area overhead is mainly due to extra injection and ejection ports,
wider crossbar and improved routing and control logic. Number of input buffers and
VCs are kept constant.
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Fig. 16. Synthetic and Realistic Benchmarks for Dandelion Router
Table IV. Synthesis Results of Dandelion compared with Dual-path and Baseline
Router Value
Area (µm2)
Baseline 86842
Dual-path +5% (91156)
Dandelion +21.7% (105740)
Power (mW )
Baseline 29.75
Dual-path +3.8% (30.89)
Dandelion +20.6% (35.9)
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CHAPTER V
EXPLORATION OF DANDELION FOR VERY LONG PACKETS
As we have already discussed in chapter II, section A, serialization latency can play
increasingly major role in overall latency if the packets are longer. Dandelion router
promises to reduce the serialization latency to as much as one-fourth. This motivates
us to analyze the performance of Dandelion for very long packets.
A. Dandelion for Different Packet Lengths
In this section, we analyze and compare the performance of Dandelion with Dual-path
and baseline for packets of lengths ranging from 40 flits to 400 flits as shown in fig. 17.
For fixed packet lengths of 40 and 50, Dandelion does better than Dual-path and
baseline in all congestion levels. As we increase the packet length further, even though
Dandelion has lower latency than Dual-path and baseline for lower congestion, it has
higher latency in higher congestion. The main reason behind this is the difference of
arrival times of sub-packets at the destination. The latency of the whole packet is
the latency of the slowest sub-packet. In other words, the latency of a packet is the
worst latency of 4 sub-packets.
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Fig. 17. Average Latency for Different Packet Lengths
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In order to delve deeper into the arrival time difference, we plot average arrival
time difference of sub-packets against the congestion level in fig. 18. As we notice,
the average arrival time difference between sub-packets increases exponentially with
congestion. The difference is always larger for Dandelion than Dual-path. The vertical
bars denote the standard deviation for average arrival time difference and is also
higher for Dandelion than Dual-path. For lower congestion, difference in arrival time
is lesser and hence, Dandelion does better than Dual-path in terms of latency. As we
increase the congestion, arrival time difference between sub-packets overwhelms the
serialization latency gain achieved by splitting the packets. The arrival time difference
and it’s standard deviation increase with packet length as well, thus making longer
packets a wrong choice for Dandelion in higher congestion.
Dandelion saves the serialization latency but is more sensitive to congestion due
to exponential increase in the average arrival time difference. In order to support
this, we do a single packet test where we inject only a single packet of 100 flits length
and analyze it’s latency for all the routers. As we see in table V, Dandelion packet
latency is less than Dual-path and baseline as the serialization latency of Dandelion
is one-fourth of baseline and half as that of Dual-path. However as we increase the
injection rate slightly, the latency for Dandelion degrades much faster than that of
Dual-path and baseline.
Table V. Single Packet Test
Latency (in cycles)
Single Packet 1% injection
Baseline 153.05 +2.18 (155.23)
Dual-path 93.2 +9.9 (103.1)
Dandelion 70.3 +17.83 (88.13)
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Fig. 18. Average Arrival Time Difference for Different Packet Lengths
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B. Dynamic Switching among Dual-path and Dandelion
We know that Dandelion has lower latency than Dual-path for lower congestion, but
it doesn’t do better for higher congestion. Thus, to achieve similar performance as
Dual-path in higher congestion, we devise a mechanism to switch between Dandelion
and Dual-path mode depending on the congestion level. Congestion level can be
determined by many local factors such as free buffer, free VC, crossbar availability
or combinations of these [12, 13] and regional congestion aware techniques [14, 15,
16]. We only consider free buffer status for simplicity. A threshold is determined
empirically for individual node based on free buffer status. NoC mode is switched
dynamically among Dandelion and Dual-path based on this threshold. The deadlock
is automatically avoided while switching back and forth between Dandelion and Dual-
path as VCs are distributed in VC classes which break the cyclic dependency.
In fig. 19, we analyze the performance of various routers such as Dandelion with
4 VC classes and Dandelion with 6 VC classes with and without switching mechanism
for a packet size of 100 flits and compare with Dual-path and baseline. As we observe,
Dandelion with both the VC classes models does better with the switching mechanism
as compared to non-switching Dandelion. Switching mechanism is most effective with
Dandelion 4 VC classes model because all the VCs are used when the mode is switched
to Dual-path. In case of Dandelion 6 VC classes model, minimal and non-minimal
paths are separated from each other. Thus when the mode is switched to Dual-path,
non-minimal VCs are not used. Dual-path still does better than Dandelion in higher
congestion.
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Fig. 19. Comparison of Performance for Dynamic Switching (Packet Length= 100
Flits)
C. Recombination of Sub-packets
Latency is calculated as the time difference between the injection of packet and ejec-
tion of the slowest sub-packet. We need a buffer at the destination to store all the
sub-packets of a packet until the last sub-packet arrives. Time lag between the slowest
and fastest sub-packet increase with the congestion exponentially, requiring a large
buffer for recombination. As the technology advances, the size as well as the cost of
large buffer decreases making it feasible. Moreover, in typical cache line or DMA data
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transfers, memory is already allocated for reception of the data. And for a realistic
traffic such as multimedia streaming, the congestion level is generally low, eliding the
need for large recombination buffer.
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSION
This thesis presents multipath router architectures which focus on reducing the se-
rialization latency and exploiting the path diversity by sending split sub-packets in
different directions simultaneously. Dual-path router employs two injection and ejec-
tion ports and routes the sub-packets in XY and YX DOR minimal paths. Dandelion
router employs four injection and ejection ports and exploits minimal as well as non-
minimal paths.
Chapter II presents the Dual-path router architecture for reducing the serializa-
tion latency and exploiting path diversity. In Chapter III, the NoC has been analyzed
for bi-directional interconnects which provide higher saturation bandwidth. Chap-
ter IV introduces Dandelion router which exploits minimal as well as non-minimal
paths by implementing injection and ejection ports in all the directions. Chapter V
further analyzes the effect of longer packets on Dandelion and establishes that time
lag in arrival of different sub-packets at destination overwhelms the serialization gain
achieved due to packet splitting. Dynamic switching mechanism is also proposed to
improve the performance of Dandelion in higher congestion.
To summarize, this work demonstrates the following:
• Serialization latency is crucial in lengthy multimedia traffic.
• 5-10 flits is the optimal packet length for congestion less than 25% and longer
for higher congestion.
• Dual-path router saves serialization latency by packet splitting and reduces
congestion by exploiting path diversity.
• Dandelion employs injection/ejection ports in all the directions and uses mini-
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mal as well as non-minimal paths.
• Dandelion does 10% better than Dual-path and 33% better than baseline for
uniform random traffic.
• Gain due to Dandelion is restricted by arrival time difference of sub-packets at
destination.
• Switching mechanism improves performance of Dandelion.
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